Design, Print, Fold & Insert an 8.5" x 11" sheet of paper...hang or display!

Indestructible, and re-usable capsule...

...great for – Sales Menus Photos Events Weddings Promos Products Birthdays Signage ...and more!

podia®

Is a polycarbonate display with a Wall-Mount hook built into the base.

SNAP-ON Base Packaged Inside

It’s A SNAP! & It’s INDESTRUCTIBLE! (100% Polycarbonate)

consort.com/podia

Made in Michigan
**Instant Setup with PODIA**

**Using 8.5" x 11" Paper**

It’s easy to set up two-column layouts on a computer in either a word processing or page layout program.

- Set 1/4” Margins
- Fold in half vertically
- Insert or Type Text
- 8.5” x 11” Paper

Note: For full bleeds (edge-to-edge image) set up your sign on 11” x 17” paper and trim to crop marks.

**Hi-Vis Promos**

One of the most effective uses for PODIA is using targeted promotions (specifically designed) to stimulate point-of-purchase, impulse buying, event attendance and as customized awards.

---

**Signage with PODIA**

**Using 8.5" x 11" Paper**

To use your PODIA as a wall-mounted sign, simply slide the wall hanging hook (inside the bottom of the capsule base) – over a screw or nail placed in the wall.

Wall-mount hook molded directly into unbreakable base.

---

**Unique Display & Signage System**

consort.com/podia